“LOUIS NAMÈCHE” SWIMMING POOL, MOLENBEEK (BRUSSELS)
renovation of swimming pool
MARKS & SPENCER “TOISON D’OR”, BRUSSELS
new store

ASPRIA ROYAL LA RASANTE, BRUSSELS
new gym
ASTRO TOWER, BRUSSELS
renovation (with Estudio Lamela)

TWEED, BRUSSELS
renovation of an office building
DESIGN STATION, LIÈGE
construction of a design centre and 13 apartments (with Creative Architecture)
TRIDOMEZ, MALMEDY
construction of 39 apartments and landscaping

ASKLÉPIOS, LIÈGE
construction of a high-end block of 45 apartments
SAINT-SEVERIN, LIÈGE
construction of 20 apartments and 2 shopping areas

FORESTERIE, BRUSSELS
construction of 28 apartments
AGORA, LOUVAIN-LA-NEUVE
mixed development
ICAHC SITE, SPA
construction of a service residence (with Creative Architecture)

RESTHOME, BINCHE
construction of a new resthome (with Creative Architecture)
ANDRIMONT RESTHOME, VERVIERS
renovation and extension of existing resthome (with Creative Architecture)

LORIERS RESTHOME, HANNUT
new resthome
SAINT-JOSEPH RESTHOME, EUPEN
extension of an existing resthome

SAINT-JOSEPH RESTHOME, Verviers
renovation and extension of existing resthome (with Creative Architecture)
BEMPT SCHOOL, BRUSSELS
construction of a new school and a sport hall (with ZigZag Architecture)

RUNNING TRACK, SERAING
construction of an indoor running track
ELIA CRÉALYS, GEMBLOUX (LES ISNES)
regional control centre of HV network
FEDIMMO, LIÈGE
competition

COMPAS, ANDERLECHT (BRUSSELS)
competition
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